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PROJECT N/6: The goal of this project is to explore the realms of feelings,
emotions and humour
Theme

Feelings, emotions, humour and related topics

Project outcomes

Pupils will:
- design a webpage to establish contact with students of their age
- have a panel discussion on friendship ,love, generosity, selfishness
- write a play involving humour, sarcasm
- select one or two characters of friendship and love from a play/ novel/ film and
write about them
- create a network of friend through the web
- write a love song/poem
- write a joke in Arabic, French and English and discuss peers’ reactions to humour
- write an essay /a poem on the topic of “Love your country”

Learners’ outcomes

Pupils will:
- define and understand the concepts of friendship, love, generosity, patriotism
- discuss issues related to generosity and patriotic values
- be aware of the different senses of ‘love’ (family, country, friend, job, etc)

Language outcomes

SEE DETAILS IN TABLE BELOW

Skills and strategy
Outcomes

Pupils will:
- compare/ make inferences/ draw conclusions/ convince
- demonstrate critical thinking and judgement
- identify characteristics of people, countries
- compare behaviours
- initiate discussion, seek support and feedback
Pupils will:
- develop cultural understanding of the concept of love, friendship, patriotism,
generosity, self-actualisation, humour, fun in different cultures and societies
- become aware of others’ thoughts, feelings and emotions

Intercultural outcomes

www.friendship.com

www.humour.com
Technological skills
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. Tableau des contenus linguistiques (Language Outcomes)
Themes

Functions Grammatical
Structures

Vocabulary building Pronunciation/
Spelling

6. Feelings,
emotions and
humour

Describing

Form nouns w/ ship:
friendship/ partnership

Advising

Expressing
likes and
dislikes

Expressing
feelings

Present simple
Past simple
Articles: omission
before abstract
nouns (love,
friendship,
faithfulness,
generosity, humour)
Should/ought to
Must/ have to
Quantifiers:
A lot of/ a great deal
of/ few/all/ little/
much/almost no/
nearly all/ some
Some of us/ all of us
Like/prefer/enjoy
Gerund:
enjoy+verb+ing
Avoid+verb+ing
I’d rather do X
It’s better to do X
than Y
I’d prefer X to Y
Each other/ one
another

For adj w/ “ty”:
loyal/ loyalty
novel/ novelty
Form verbs w/ “en”:
tighten/ deepen/
strengthen
Committed to/ devoted to
Proud of / made of/full of
Form adj w/ “ous:
humour/humorous
Generosity/generous
Courtesy/courteous

Pronunciation of the
final “ed” as /t/ or /d/ or
/id/
(committed/loved/liked/
pronounce initial “h”:
humour/
happiness/horrible

Silent letters
Strengthen sign

Form adj w/ “ful”:
Help/helpful
Faith/faithful
Peace/peaceful
Form adj w/
ic:egoistic/pessimistic
Form adj w/ self: selfcentred/self-satisfied
Form nouns w/ ness
Happy/happiness
Kind/kindness
Gentle/gentleness
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